PLANT: ARCHITECTURAL GLAZING COMPANY, HOUSTON TEXAS
DATE OF VISIT(S): 4/04/2017 – 4/07/2017
DATE OF THIS REPORT: 4/14/2017
BACKGROUND:

PREPARED BY: S.P. TOMLINSON, ENDEAVOR / SPT CONSULTING 832.298.9441

PRODUCTS / SERVICES PROVIDED: Summary of Operations

Founded in 1990 by John Doe and Rob Doe, Architectural Glazing Company (“AGC”) is comprised of three business units:
Contract (Exterior) Glass, Lease (Interior) Glass, and AGC Metal (Metal Panels). All operations are co-located in the
combination office / plant site in Texas. In September of 2016, AGC opened an operation in the Dallas – Fort Worth
market.
The business is focused on providing large, intricately design and built glass and metal for construction projects in Texas.
Contract Exterior Glass. ("Contract")
Contract works with large General contractors to design, manufacture, and install core capabilities include the design,
engineering, fabrication and installation of glass and aluminum window systems ranging from basic window wall
applications to the most challenging curtain wall systems. The exterior division primarily focuses on exterior window
systems and metal panels for buildings ranging from 6 to 40 stories. A dedicated fabrication and pre-glazing area supports
this operation.
Lease Interior Glass ("Lease”)
The interior division focuses on interior build outs of office space and small ground up exterior projects (up to about six
stories). Both divisions perform a majority of the fabrication requirements in-house at the 150,000 state-of-the-art
computer aided fabrication facility based in Houston.
The Lease business also has a small dedicated shop within the larger H-Town “plant 4” where smaller quick turnaround
fabrication and assembly of frames, cutting of glass and mirror stock and glass storage is accommodated.
ACG Metal ("Metal Panel")
In order to provide a fully integrated portfolio of exterior cladding it is necessary to provide metal cladding systems. In the
past, AGC purchased systems and panels from subcontractors and provided installation. In 20xx, a dedicated metal
products group was formed for in-house design, fabrication and installation to customer requirements. To support these
efforts, a CNC vertical Router / Saw is utilized.
Architectural Glazing Company Dallas ("Dallas")
AGC’s market is predominantly in the Houston area. With a desire to expand its footprint in Texas, AGC established
operations in Dallas by leasing 55,000 sq. ft. of shop and office space. Presently manned by five experienced glazing
industry employees, estimating, project management, sales and field supervision are in place. At this time, product is
coming from the Houston Shops / subcontracted to systems suppliers, however as business climbs, AGC will add design
drafting, fabrication and pre-glazing to the capabilities.
ORGANIZATION: AGC is staffed by a total of 136 non-union employees (including Dallas Operation).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The plant was visited on 4/4 through noon 4/07/2017 with the mission of assessing the all elements of the business in the
context of increasing throughput, reducing cost and the ability to comfortably fold in the new Dallas operation.
The three and half days at the plant were used to get an overview of AGC’s operations, structure and issues. The primary
focus was overall operating practices from sales and procurement through the various forms of production, quality and
health and safety.
I use an adaptation of a Rapid Plant Assessment tooli. Focusing on 11 categories of LEAN operations and using questions
and observations (see attachment 1), I gain insight to the operations. AGC scored a 65 out of a possible 121. For this size
operation, having a mixed manufacture and installation model, and growing at a rapid rate, this is a good score. AGC
scored above average grades in Customer Satisfaction, Safety, Health, Environment, Inventory & WIP Levels, People &
teamwork, and Ability to Manage Complexity & Variability.
SHORT TERM: First and foremost, there is a bottleneck at drafting due lack of standardized processes, poor scheduling of
the resources and inadequate management. The “ripple effect” of this inconsistent output and schedule constraint is felt
thought out the operation, including installation.
There is an immediate need to resolve space requirements in the plant. Overall, access to the plant is congested,
inhibiting free movement of materials both in and out. Flow in the main plant (Shop 4) is not optimal, with key doors on
the north side either inaccessible or difficult to get trailers in and out. Coupled with this, a resolution of the Shop 2 / 1 sale
must be arrived at. AGC lacks the physical space for storage of goods destined for site as well as a dearth of incoming
materials purchased at the beginning of each project.
On top of material movement, space allocation and cell locations for the three businesses seems haphazard with little
thought for efficient flow. Re-laying out the manufacturing space is in order.
LONGER TERM, DALLAS MARKET GROWTH / CONTINUED PROJECT WINS:
As Dallas market share grows and Contract / Metal Panels projects represent a greater portion of AGC’s business
another SHE rep will be in order. HSE Man is overstretched now with the plant, work sites in Houston and regulatory
compliance filings.
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In order to sustain both these scenarios, I would look to efficiency gains in procurement, assembly bill of material
structuring and more rigorous metrics / management review process.
The following table depicts represents the top 10 most important actions, a full list of over 30 items is represented in
APPENDIX A.:
DYNAMIC GLASS RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
FUNCTIONAL AREA

RECOMMENDED ACTION SUMMARY

IMPLEMENTATION
DIFFICULTY / COST BENEFIT (H-M-L)
(H-M-L)

1

ESTIMATING

Formalize the square footage – hours calculation through a few time studies
and incorporation into SOPs.

L

H

2

ESTIMATING

Simplify the Project Codes up front to eliminate confusion and mischarging
in the field under ExakTime

L

H

3

Drafting

Settling on formal, documented drafting processes (SOP’s) regarding
consistent and unique identifiers for each element to be built and installed.
ANY CHANGE TO “SIMILAR ‘” UNIT MEANS IT GETS A NEW NUMBER. For
example a unit “201” window is NOT a “201” if you add steel reinforcing TO
AN ‘OTHERWISE‘ 201. . It MUST be given a new identifier which
corresponds to fab, and therefore the installation drawing. This could be
“201S’ or “201-1” or “203”….BUT IT MUST BE DIFFERENT. “Tribal knowledge
is a recipe for quality and installation errors.

L

H

4

Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

Pre plan for steel reinforcement. Purchase an iron worker to fab these parts.

L

H

5

Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

L

H

6

Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

L

H

7

SHE (Safety /health Environmental)

L

H

8

ESTIMATING

M

H

9

ESTIMATING

M

H

M

H

10

Contract (Exterior) Project Management

Measure Performance. Post goals /metrics: a simple board reflecting goal
attainment, OTD, and the like.
Communicate HSE and Quality info VISIBLY in the shops.
Take the PPE policies seriously. They are written, understand them and
enforce them.
Formally document the estimating process through a simple standard
operating procedure (SOP)
Recommend the business formally adopt the excel-based green sheet and
write it into SOPs
Standardize on drafting disciplines: scheduling, job numbering / existing
drawing query and re-use (see DRAFTING / DESIGN below)

I would like to thank John Doe, Rob Doe, Stan Lee, and the entire AGC team for the utmost in cooperation during my
assessment.
ASSESSMENT APPROACH
The Texas plant was visited on 4/4 through 4/07/2017. The time at the plant was utilized to get an overview of AGC
operations, structure and issues. To round out my understanding of the business, I also visited two job sites on 4/6 with .
Due to the short nature of the assessment, an adaptation of a Rapid Plant Assessment toolii was used. This tool focuses on
11 categories of LEAN operations and uses simple questions and observations (see below) to gain insight to the
operations. The results of these inquiries are then “scored” between “Poor” and “Best in Class”, with the latter being
assigned to only one Plant in its Industry. Scores can be from 11 to a maximum of 121. Average score (based on history) is
generally 55. AGC scored a 65. It should be noted that this type of assessment normally uses a team of observers,
however I feel confident in my assessment. More important than raw score is the prioritization the tool provides us for
action.
A secondary note is that the LEAN assessment is generally applied to manufacturers. AGC both manufactures and installs
its product in challenging construction sites while integrating with the General Contractor’s schedules and requirements.
While this might seem to skew the tools usefulness, many categories fit both activities.
You will note the “NO” responses and subsequent lower scores predominately have a visual display element associated
with them. Despite otherwise good practices, AGC does little in regard to visual communications, management metrics or
shop signage.
Below is the result of my assessment of Lean and effective manufacturing and assembly operations at the Windfern
facility. The first table lists questions that I use as an assessor and the second table summarizes the scores vs the
aforementioned questions. Details by functional process area are contained herein.
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No

Rapid Plant Assessment

Date:

4/7/17

Assessment Questionnaire

Yes

No

1

Are visitors welcomed and given information about plant layout, workforce, customers, and products?

2

Are ratings for customer satisfaction and product quality displayed? AWARDS IN CR, NO METRICS

1

3

Is the facility safe, clean, orderly, and well lit? Is the air quality good and noise levels low? YES

1

4

Does a visual labeling system identify and locate inventory, tools, processes, and flow? NONE

5

Does everything have its own place, and is everything stored in its place?

6

Are up-to-date operational goals and performance measures for those goals prominently posted?

7

Are production materials brought to and stored at line side rather than in separate inventory storage areas?

8

Are work instructions and product quality specifications visible at all work areas?

1

9

Are updated charts on productivity, quality, safety, and problem solving visible for all teams?

1

10

Can the current state of the operation be viewed from a central control room, on a status board, or on a
CRT? ONLY CONTRACT

1

11

Are production lines scheduled off a single pacing process with appropriate inventory levels at each stage?

1

12

Is material moved only once as short a distance as possible and in appropriate containers?

1

13

Is the plant laid out in continuous product flow lines rather than in "shops"? Separate Departmental Areas

1

14

Are work teams trained, empowered, and involved in problem solving and ongoing improvements?
TRAINED AND EMPOWERED, LITTLE STRUCTURE

1

15

Do employees appear committed to continuous improvement?

16

Is a timetable posted for equipment preventive maintenance and continuous improvement of tools and
processes?

17

Is there an effective project management process, with cost and timing goals, for new product start-ups?

18

Is a supplier certification process--with measures for quality, delivery, and cost performance--displayed?
PMs DO ALL BUYING, FROM PRIOR EXPERIENCE / CUSTOMER PREF.

1

19

Have key product characteristics been identified and fail-safe methods used to forestall propagation of
defects? DRAFTING LACKING STRUCTURE AND METRICS

1

20

Would you buy the products this operation produces? YES UNDOUBTEDLY…..HIGH QUALITY
"DESPITE"

1

1
1
1

1
1

9
YES

11
NO

Quick Plant Assessment

S. P. Tomlinson

Rating Sheet

Plant:

DG
WINDFERN,
AGC
Texas
HOUTSON, TX

2/1/17
Ratings

ACG
4

1

1
Totals

INCLUDES ALL
DIVISIONS: METAL
PANELS, EXTERIOR
GLASS, & INTERIOR
GLASS

1

Category

Questions

Measure Score

1

1, 2, 20

2

3-5, 20

3

2,4,6-10,20

4

11 & 20

Scheduling system

5

7,12,13, 20

Product flow, space use &
material movement
methods

6

7,11,20

Inventory & WIP Levels

Poor

Below
Average

Average

Above
Average

Excellent

Best in
Class

1

3

5

7

9

11

Customer Satisfaction
Safety, environment,
cleanliness, & order
Visual Management
Deployment

6,9,14,15,20

8

16 & 20

9

8,17,20

10

18 & 20

Supply Chain Integration

11

15,17,19,20

Quality System Deployment
Totals

7

7

7

7

3

3

3

3
5

5

People teamwork, skill
level, & motivation
Equipment & tooling state
& maintenance
Ability to Manage
Complexity & Variability

7

9

9

9

9
5

5

9

9

3

3

5

5
0

Scores

9

15
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Report Approach
For consistent organization purposes this report reads as follows:










CONTRACT
o Estimating / Project Management/ Field Operations
LEASE
o Estimating / Project Management/ Shop Operations /Field Glazing Operations
AGC METAL
o Estimating / Project Management/ Field Operations
DRAFTING / DESIGN
FACILITY OPERATIONS
SAFETY / HEALTH /ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY ASSURANCE / CONTROL
HUMAN RESOURCES /PAYROLL
SYSTEMS

CONTRACT (EXTERIOR)
Principal Contact: John Doe, PRESIDENT / FOUNDER
Observations
John founded AGC in 1990. The Contract side of the house handles larger jobs above 5 stories in height, generally
exterior work and involving large General Contractors.
These contractors currently are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DE Harvey
McCarthy Building Companies
Dinerstein Company
EE Reed Construction, LP
Tellepsen Builders
Gilbane Building Company
JE Dunn Construction
VCC

9. Manhattan Construction
At the present time, there are about 12 projects being worked in various stages of completion.
AGC’s principal competitors include:






Momentum Exterior Systems
Ranger Specialized Glass
Duke Glass
Haley - Greer

The Contract projects are coordinated by four project managers. Estimating of the jobs is accomplished by John, Ottoor
Mr H.. (See ESTIMATING below). A weekly Project Status Meeting is held with the Project Managers, QC, SHE, Estimating,
Shop and Field Superintendents and the CEO / VP’s / Directors. See ATTACHMENT 1.
The scope of work on these projects includes the design drafting in accordance with architectural drawings, fabrication of
frames from established commercially available systems, preglazing, weatherproofing, and installation, (including caulking
and sealing, generally subcontracted).
The job work flow sequence is depicted below.
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. Estimator Sells Job

Engineering Review
(PE Stamp) and calc
package

PM resubmits or
begins material
ordering,

Estimator Turns over
Job to PM (Meeting)

PM reviews Job &
passes it along to the
drafting department
to generate shop
drawings

Drawing Review
meeting (Estimator,
PM, Drafting, Field
Superintendent, GM,
OM, QA/QC)

Drawings are revised
and submitted to the
GC for approval

Drawings are
returned (Approved,
Unapproved or
Approved as noted)

Job Turn Over
Meeting (Estimator,
PM, Field
Superintendent, GM,
OM)

PM begins cutlist &
turns it over to
drafting for CNC
programing

Field Superintendent
begins Site
communications with
customer s field
counterpart.

Field Superintendent
Assigns Job Lead Man
& coordinates job
scheduling

QA/QC is involved in
any training of system
specifics.

QA / QC field and shop
inspection visits,
reporting & corrective
measures / follow up
training.

Materials are
received, CNC
programming is
completed & shop
fabrication begins

Frames built, frames
glazed. Bundled for
shipping Scheduled
for jobsite delivery w/
Field superintendent
& field personal.

QA/QC:If req d onsite
mock-up: finish
approvals, installation
procedures &
sequencing.

Safety Coordinator
uses site specific
needs from customer
& DG field personal.
Safety coordinators
audits job site

Frames and Glass are
installed in various
means and methods,
depending on the job
specifics.

Punch list is generated
by QA/QC, Architect or
General Contractor.

PM bills customer
monthly based on
progress

Safety coordinator
handles site specific
training.

Punch list completed
and signed off on /
warrantee period
begins / final billing

Drafting department
generates shop
drawings

Drafting department
passes shop drawings
to PM

Drafting corrects or
cleans up Shop
Drawings per
Architect s/
Customer s remarks

Safety coordinator
assigns a PSR (Project
Safety Rep) if job
meets the size
criteria.

Monthly Budget
meetings: covers
current work.

Post Mortem Budget
meeting once job is
complete dependent
on job outcome.

JOB CPT,
FOLDERS
ARCHIVED

ESTIMATING: CONTRACT (EXTERIOR)
Principal Contact: Otto German, Director Estimating / Preconstruction
Observations
Otto has held a number of positions with AGC, including fabricator, shop manager, drafting manager and now estimation
director for the Contract Group.
Estimating starts with an invitation to bid. These invitations be received in a number of ways: a direct email from the
General Contractor to John, Otto or a Project Manager describing the scope of the project; through i-square foot.comiii, or
a phone call into AGC.
I square foot inquiry screen

According to Omar, the decision to bid or pass is made by consensus of John , Diane and Otto.
The Estimation ‘group’ has three estimators: Omar, Mr H., and Mr D in Dallas. John Doe also performs estimation
activities.
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John prepares his estimates on a handwritten sheet (“Green Sheet”), although the business is beginning to adopt an excelbased estimation sheet which performs formula-based cost and margin rollups. This adoption is not 100% at this point by
all estimators and PM’s.
The Estimator also determines the ability for AGC to meet required schedule using square footage as a benchmark for time
both in the shops and for installation. According to Otto the formula for converting square footage to hours is based on
experience and knowledge, by individual estimator.
Each line item of cost, (materials and labor) is assigned a charging code related to the specific project. Once the job is
underway, costs can be compared easily by code for effective cost performance analysis. Checks are done while job
progresses and post mortem. As noted below, all labor is charged to these codes via ExakTime and gathered in Vista.
The estimator also handles the flow of information and required revisions from 1st Proposal, multiple revisions, formal bid
submission and ultimately to LOI. Once the job is won by AGC, a “Job Turnover Meeting” (yellow box in above chart) is led
by the Estimator and John to coordinate all functions. This is relatively new, and certainly a BEST PRACTICE.
Hand written “Green Sheet”

Excel- Based “Green Sheet”
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Recommendations
 Formally document the estimating process through a simple standard operating procedure (SOP)
 Recommend the business formally adopt the excel-based green sheet and write it into SOPs
 Formalize the square footage – hours calculation through a few time studies and incorporation into SOPs.
 Simplify the Project Codes up front to eliminate confusion and mischarging in the field under ExakTime
 Longer term: investigate using Blue Beam Revu for more accurate bid proposal s and workflow iv
CONTRACT (EXTERIOR) PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Principal Contacts: Matt R, Chris T
Observations
There are four primary project managers (PM) for the Contract group: Chris T, Matt R, Michael Twix, and Fred Flint. I
interviewed Matt and Chri .
Once the job is sold, the project manager’s primary responsibilities are to coordinate with drafting the generation of shop
drawings, order material in accordance with the required architectural system, generate the “cut list” (specific list of
extrusion lengths and quantities required to fab the entire job), coordinate with contractor, shop, QA / QC, SHE, and site
superintendent to ensure a smooth and profitable job.
As noted above, each PM is responsible for purchasing the material required for the job, including extrusions, seals,
hardware “kits”, glass, sealants and caulks, etc. Lead time for metal is typically 6-8 weeks, glass is 8-12 weeks. They must
additionally ensure compliance to various codes and associated test criteria.
Within AGC there is no “centralized procurement”. In my opinion this can cause under-leverage of the supply chain and
potential scheduling conflicts at major suppliers.
Each PM creates a job file. These vary in design and method of file retention. The PM’s I interviewed are lacking in and
reticent to adopt electronic filing / computer based filing systems. Both, however, cited the benefits of BLUE BEAM Revu
in its ability to allow them to quickly markup drawings. They told me not all AGC employees have access to BLUE BEAM.
Labor (time) for each project is captured both on jobsite and in fabrication by using a commercially available system called
ExakTime. This labor tracking system allows a real-time view of hours, activities, and GPS timestamps collected in the
field.v
Change orders (CO’s) constitute a significant part of the PM’s responsibility. Most of these are architect / owner driven.
The PM is responsible for responding to and costing the CO, as well as entering the “new line item” into Vista.
Based on the contract and completion progress, the PM is solely responsible for billing the customer on a monthly basis.
Each GC has a unique deadline for billing, and the PM must adhere to that deadline or miss a payment. I was told with the
volume of jobs presently, this is not a problem.
A cost review is held monthly, reviewing a crystal report generated from a VISTA by Viewpointvi. These meetings are led
by Stan Lee and each PM will review the various costs to date vs. the budget and the current margins.
When I inquired as to contractual T’s and C” s (specifically incentives / liquidated damages [LD’s]) Mark told me that recent
school jobs had potential LDs of around $2k / day as did the Corporate campus. Both were driven be the need to achieve
“drop dead” deadlines.
Metrics
When I inquired as to supplier scorecards, a supplier qualification system, or an AVL (approved vendor list) I was told these
are not in place, due to the small number of suppliers.
Process Gaps
Given the size of the operation and the level of spend, obviously the manning is adequate. However, when the Dallas
operation increases in volume, consideration will need to be made to additional manpower.
Issues and Opportunities
Both PMs cited the bottlenecks appearing at both drafting and CAM (CNC) Programming.
Recommendations
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Standardize on drafting disciplines: scheduling, job numbering / existing drawing query and re-use (see DRAFTING
/ DESIGN below)
As a very minimum, all “job folders” should be electronic and shared, designated drives for access by all
authorized users.
Work on training all PMs in Blue Beam and consider implementation of Blue Beam Revu across business

CONTRACT (EXTERIOR) FIELD OPERATIONS
Principal Contact: Clark Kente Field Superintendent
Overview & Observations
Clark coordinates all activities on the Contract job sites. Although he is focused on these major projects, the other
Superintendents have very similar responsibilities.
Clark comes from a long background in the glazing business, include “union” work in Ohio and a number of significant
projects in Venzuela. Not only his experience, but his personality and drive make him very effective with Project
Managers, installers and the GC’s.
His primary responsibilities are:
1. Reviewing shop drawings for consistency and accuracy: jobsites and drawings can vary greatly between GC’s,
architects, engineering consultants, and subcontractors. He takes particular note of control lines, plumbing, etc.
to ensure the glazing includes what is required, and is installed in the proper sequence to prevent rework
2. Supervising with QA/ QC to ensure that chamber tests are performed per sampling requirements along with
detailed reports (issued by QA / QC for failures)
3. Ensuring on-site mock ups are done accurately and on time to GC’s and Owners requirements
4. Conveying mockup findings to PM for supplier /shop action / change order issuance as required
5. Determine installation sequence by floor, by element, etc.
6. Ensuring the fab shops understand this sequence through accurate and clear fab tickets to ship complete “sets” in
sequence. This sequence is of the utmost importance, in that without hardware and small fab parts, installation
CANNOT happen
7. Serves as technical resource on systems, installation and even fab to QC, Shop and PM’s.
8. Clearance of punch list items
9. Leads the Tuesday Contract Projects Meeting (see Attachment 1) and is a key player in KICK OFF meetings
Metrics
It could be argued that the ultimate measure of any Field Superintendent’s effectiveness is the installation schedule
performance and associated labor variance. However, much comes into play here, for the performance in the field is
really the result of:
 Safety performance on the site by AGC crews as well as the influence of the GCs’s safety environment itself
 The GC’s planning and execution process
 The performance of other subcontractors such as framing and water proofing crews
 Accuracy of working shop drawings and fabtickets
 The accuracy of glass suppliers fab tickets with proper unit tag (ensures no confusion / miss-assembly at site)
 The shop delivering not only the proper glazing in the proper order for the stablished build sequence (complete
complement of glazing for a given floor, with all needed attachment hardware)
 The accuracy of the original estimate including contingencies
 The Process the entire business has established for all of the above
Process Gaps
As noted above, good performance in the field really starts at the bid and planning stage, followed by the drafting
practices used to call out the required product clearly and completely for each floor. The recommendations below are not
just about the field installation group itself. They are influencers to the installation group’s performance. EACH OF THESE
ITEMS APPLIES TO ALL AGC BUSINESS UNITS
Recommendations
 Accuracy of estimate (bid)
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Settling on formal, documented drafting processes (SOP’s) regarding consistent and unique identifiers for each
element to be built and installed. ANY CHANGE TO A “SIMILAR ‘” UNIT MEANS IT GETS A NEW NUMBER. For
example a unit “201” window is NOT a “201” if you add steel reinforcing TO AN ‘OTHERWISE‘ 201, it MUST be
given a new identifier which corresponds to fab, and therefore the installation drawing. This could be “201S’ or
“201-1” or “203”….BUT IT MUST BE DIFFERENT. “Tribal knowledge” = product quality and installation errors.
All Schedules must start with a pull from the installation schedule. All product must be produced in that order
and shipped as the installation schedule mandates. Although it may be easier for the shop to run all of a given
product, clean installation is the mission and proper sequenced COMPLETE deliveries must be adhered to.

Variation of performance by GC’s at site is a huge issue. The mere ability to safely store and move materials effectively
and safely can drive unforeseen labor variances. For example, the exclusion of a buck hoist [construction elevator] at site
when it was planned to utilize one can drive huge variances (i.e. the condition at Tanglewood).
I had the pleasure of visiting two sites: T1 and Kirby. Below are few pictures to illustrate this.
Material for T1
Haphazard Storage @ T1
Poor Waterproofing @ T1

Organized Material @ Kirby

Kirby Material

Properly packed / protected Kirby Glass

LEASE (INTERIOR) ESTIMATING
Principal Contact: Rob Doe, VICE PRESIDENT
Observations
The Vice President of the Lease Group is Rob Doe. The group works on building projects under 6 stories, and typically opt
out of jobs valued at under $50k. Generally, projects are valued between $50k and $1.4M and shorter cycle.
The systems employed are both storefront (< 10’ high) and window wall (over 10’ height). The group also provides interior
“decorative glass” for high end lobbies, elevator areas, board rooms, and offices. They handle mirrors, marker boards,
graphic glass and the like.
Bobby estimates all Lease jobs, in a manner much like John , using manual (but effective) methods.
Systems typically used by this group include Goldray glass marker Boardsvii, framing systems by Kawneer, Old Castle,
TUBELITE, etc.
In terms of capacity, Lease will use the following methods (in order) to handle spikes in load:
 Apply overtime (O/T)
 Hire more people
 Last resort: subcontract out labor
We also spoke about the new Dallas office. Screaming Eagle has been their first project, with all labor contracted out. This
satellite operation will grow quickly over time.
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Recommendations
 Consider blending all cutting of aluminum and kitting of assembly across common machinery. This will require a
master schedule … Glazing would still be by product line.
 Standardize on one method of estimating / project management documentation as noted above.
LEASE (INTERIOR) PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Principal Contact: Mgr
Observations
I interviewed Sandy as a representative of the Project Management function within Lease. Sandy has a long background in
the glazing business, having come from Arch Aluminum in Virginia, Houstex Glass, and Vitro America (ACI Distribution).
Other PM’s include DS and John Doe. Dee tends to manage the interior projects involving the more decorative elements
such as mirrors, lobby areas, and special graphic glass. Mgr & PM focus more on the storefront and curtain wall type
work.
Lease generally works on project under 3 stories, and certainly under six floors.
Estimation of jobs is performed by Rob Doe and the value is generally $30 k to $1.4M.
Once a month, in accordance with GC’s established dates, Mgr. invoices the GC. She maintains a list of the varying GC
dates.
Like the other PM’s in Contract, Mgr. creates the cut lists and orders the hardware (pulls, panic bars, hinges, operators,
etc.). She has a preferred supplier Midwest Wholesale Hardware viii . Mgr uses Blue Beam for mark ups etc., but generally
uses manual systems.

Process Gaps
It seems that Mgr has a preferred supplier in Midwest Wholesale Hardware (which I am sure is good) but once again, the
question of leverage of buy comes into play. I also think more consistent application of electronic cut lists and file storage
tools will be required moving forward
Issues and Opportunities
As stated above, process improvements can simplify Mgr / other PM’s tasks and allow for streamlined business growth.
Recommendations
 Standardize on how jobs are processed by PM’s
 Standardize across the board on Blue Beam.

LEASE (INTERIOR) FACILITY AND FIELD OPERATIONS
Principal Contact: HJ
Observations
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The Lease group maintains its “own” fabricating shop within the main shop (Shop 4). This shop constitutes roughly 9,600
square feet and has manual machinery (miter saws, punch, drill press etc.) to fabricate the frames required for interior /
storefront work. (the square footage allocated was just increased by 4,00 sq.ft on 4/12/17). They are also capable of
cutting and drilling glass and mirror as required, a unique capability within AGC.
 22 total employees, fabricators and installers
The “normal” shifts are set at 5 day weeks at 8-10 hours per day, plus overtime as required. The cycle time on many jobs
is two – three months; requiring quick turnaround.
After submittal and contract award, HJ will visit the job site and measure the rough openings. This is required on Lease
jobs because of the wide variation in the quality of carpentry skills and the magnitude of last minute changes. (HJ tells me
he has seen openings vary from drawing by as much as 6”).
Once field measurements are taken he will present those to the PM (one of 3) for cut list generation.
A shop release will then take place and fabrication begins. Where capacity exists on the CNC mills, Phillip Lawrence’ team
will perform the work, however more often the miter saw and manual equipment is used. A punch is used for head and
sills vs. drilling, although TUBELITE material requires drilling. TUBELITE is not a preferred material.
Prior to delivery and install, HJ will visit the site again and hold a meeting with the water proofer, the framers, and the
exterior contractors ( paint, stucco, etc.) to ensure coordination.
Process Gaps
HJ and his team are a fine set of individuals proud of their skill and product. The placement of the shop, the lack of
predictable CNC milling / drilling, and the short turnaround makes their task more difficult than needed. Space (including
staging of glass in process), is not optimal.
The biggest impediments to throughput in this area are: poor supplier delivery performance (causing backorders). The
best suppliers are Kawneer and Vistawall with TUBELITE being a poor third.






Recommendations
Re-layout this area for flow.
Investigate the effectiveness of simple machinery (ironworker) to speed production
Measure Performance. Post goals /metrics: a simple board reflecting goal attainment, OTD, and the like.
Communicate HSE and Quality info VISIBLY in all the shops.

AGC METAL

(METAL PANELS)

Principal Contact: Tony Starke, Director
Overview & Observations
Established in 2016, AGC formed this group to provide fabricated decorative metal panels for both exterior and interior
use. The impetus for forming the group came from a need by a longtime customer, DE Harvey.
Tony Starke came from a metal panel company in Dallas, (NOW Specialties) and was appointed Director of the newly
formed group. Insofar as this is a new “technology” and product line for AGC, Tony designed and conducted Project
Manager training for the DM group.
As described above, the fabrication process takes place at the Windfern facility and is completely managed by Tony. He
also performs all the estimating for the group.
There are metrics in place and the DM business follows the same meeting rigor as Contract and Lease regarding Project
management and Cost Ownership. Approval for all projects through this group are issued via Tony, John and Bobby.
The “hit rate” (successful projects bidding) in 2016 was only about 12%, based on all quotes, both “soft and “hard” ix but
given DM’s new entry into the market and the associated learning Curve, this seems acceptable.
Recommendations
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Ensure all across AGC / DM using current software such as Blue Beam
Use Tony’ equivalent excel – based quoting system across AGC/ DM

METAL PANELS PROJECT MANAGEMENT / FIELD OPERATIONS
Principal Contact: CB
Observations
For AGC Metals, all estimating is done by Tony Karageorgis. Ben serves as the sole project manager, having come from a
prior role in coil steel industry.
Ben’s role is to design contracts with the GC’s, assure that drafting of shop drawings and CNC programming (of the router)
is accomplished and then supervise the shop labor to fabricate (bend) the panels.
Presently, there are 5 jobs active in AGC Metals. A key job was a South Houston high school whereby AGC Metals
designed and bid the job, with a subcontractor performing field measurements and fabricating the panels.
Presently Music Pavilion VIP facility is a small job allowing DM to further climb the learning curve.

Moving forward, Tony Starke estimates the following capacity for each Project Manager




$3M + job (i.e. College Station job): 2 jobs per man
$500k-$1M: 4 jobs per man
$200k-500 k: 6 jobs per man

In the future, all panels will be made in house. The panels then “clip into” an extruded frame work.
Ben tells me the present constraints in the process is the shop labor to “fold” (bend) the panels at about 1.5 hr. each
where target is 1/4 hr. per panel. Additionally, Drafting & CAD /CAM throughput is only 10 panels per day (See DRAFTING
/ DESIGN)
Regarding the improvements needed in fabrication, presently the panels are CNC cut (on the 62”x 190” Casadei Alu
Ranger) and score lines are routed in the stock to allow to crisp bending. However, the bend operation itself is done with
shop-fabricated levers, done by hand. While I believe this is acceptable for field work, it’s certainly not what production
operation demands. See photos on next page.
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A manual press brake, such as the machine depicted below is more efficient and safer that the shop fabricated tooling used
now. Approximate cost: $ 2500

The field installation of the metal panels is overseen by TG has over 16 years in panel fabrication and installation, and was
recently brought into DM based on this experience. The capacity for Field Superintendent is gated through site visits at a
minimum of once per week. Obviously, job site location will play a hand in how many can be reasonably visited while dealing
with shop issues, etc.
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Recommendations
Consistency in the management of all projects across AGC / DM using current software such as Blue Beam
Procure manual brake to negate need for shop made tooling
Establishment of a Metal Panel Cell for one piece flow through routing, brake and final gusset riveting.
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DRAFTING / ENGINEERING
Principal Contact: XXXX
Observations
This group’s primary responsibility is to translate the architectural building elevation drawings into working drawings and
BOMs for the shop. The group of four draftsmen and one CNC Programmer is led by XXXX. (CNC Programming will be
addressed later in this report).
Once a job is won, the drafting department is the first “GATING” operation to fabrication and installation. Until this group
creates working drawings nothing can be translated into product. Therefore, their timeliness and accuracy is paramount
to success.

Typical cut list
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Once the working drawings are complete, the drafting group compares working drawings to the cut list. The Project
Manager creates cut lists and drafting communicates errors back to the PM. Together they work to resolve discrepancies.
Observations
1. There are no procedures or SOP s for this group. All practices have been carried on or learned over the years.
XXX is relatively new to the job, and he has only followed the “tribal knowledge” passed on to him. Therefore, all
the draftsmen are reliant on XXX’s oversight to ensure the produce consistent output from a systems view point.
2. There are no metrics for this group. Drafting (and therefore the business) has no information what their capacity,
throughput or backlog is.
3. Assignment of work is solely done on XXX “knowing what each draftsman is good at”. Any initiative in improving
productivity or skillsets is based purely on the personal knowledge of the draftsman, not based in hard data.
4. From the view point of reuse of exiting drawings, the group does maintain a master folder of work done.
However searching those drawings in the future is near impossible because there is no PLM (product line
management) key or cross-reference.
5. A consistent numbering system of elements designed doesn’t exist. (While “Unit Tags” are created, there appears
to be inconsistency in their application.) I believe it is key to clear communications to the floor, the installers and
PM’s. If any element of a design changes, it should get a UNIQUE IDENTIFIER. Not the case at the present. A
“Window A” is still a “Window A” even after unique hardware is attached (again through tribal knowledge). This
is a terrible practice. This means wrong elements can be built and be installed in the wrong rough openings.
Drafting must set a standard and stick to it.
Overall, in my opinion, there is much to improve upon in Drafting. It all starts with strategically thinking through the
processes to be used and documenting them. The leadership of the team must be knowledgeable, forceful and have the
backing of upper management. Every error created here will cost 10 times more to fix in the shop and 100 times more to
correct in the field.
Example of Unit Tag

AGC
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PROGRAMMING
Principal Contact: YYYY
Observations
YYYY is the CNC programmer, reporting to the Drafting / Engineering Group. Adam covers programming of both the
ELUmatic extrusion mills and the panel mill for DM. He works off cuts lists and .dwf files. The process used for each CNC
machine group is depicted below.

Once programmed, the file is “owned” by YYYY. All issues with the programs are corrected by Adam. The exception to
this is SOME program problems can be corrected by the CNC Manager. He holds an edit key for the CNC Control. Both tell
me that feedback happens and the master file is updated in the case of program edits.
Incidentally, ELU Mill programs can run on either the EluMatic SBZ 140 or SBZ 151.
Metrics
There are no visible metrics posted or available in the area. As this is a gating operation for production, I would
recommend at least the following metrics to ensure the shop is served:




Cut list problems discovered at Programming
Average time for PM to resolve Cut list problems (days)
Throughput capability / week (average calculated by programs or “feet of extrusion programmed or sq. ft of panel
programmed” etc.)
 Backlog at Programming
 CNC “Defects Found” at the machines
 Average cycle time from drafting output to finished program
Process Gaps / Recommendations
 As volume increases in DM, Dallas sales, and Contract, one programmer will not be able to keep up.
 Investigate having drafting generate the “development” drawing so YYYY can program directly without the
rework of creating the development drawing.
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AGC OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Principal Contact: MGR2
Observations
Mgr2 does an excellent job of coordinating the shop functions, especially in coordinating in a matrix fashion the field
functions, QA and SHE. MGR2 also serves as also serves as the “facility manager” for all of the Texas Plant.
While Mgr2 does an outstanding job of balancing needs and priorities in the shops, he deals with some significant
constraints.
I observed much finished material around the yards and shops. In the purest manufacturing sense, this represents dollars
tied up in inventory, however all this material is “owned” by the customer, and the work sites are either not ready to
receive the material, OR it has been produced in the wrong order. Another possible root cause is that material for an
entire job is ordered up front, whereby sequenced delivery and production in accordance with site installation schedules
would be ideal. Again, given the uncertainty of construction, probably not a complete solution.
The shop’s answer is to store material in the plant, on the floor, robbing valuable space. It is also in the yards, congesting
traffic flow. In both cases, product is highly susceptible to damage and difficult to get to what is needed. The use of
material racks (“trees”) is used for raw material, but many have been removed from Shop 2 (see photos). Shops 1 & 2 are
up for sale. A combined 36,000 square ft. of production / storage space will be lost.
With the loss of that space, surge capacity is gone as well as the aforementioned storage space. I was informed that a new
building is under consideration (shown on the aerial view below as ‘Planned Building 5’) of about 36,000 sq. ft.
Should this building be constructed, it will add much need space for the operations. In planning that construction,
however thought must be given to flow. Equally, parking for employee vehicles, company trucks / trailers and of course
access to arriving and departing trucks of all sizes, in particular 18-wheelers needs to carefully considered.
Finished, staged product could be stored off site at rental facilities but this will incur “double handling” and rental cost.
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Recommendations
I would consider retaining Shop 2. I understand this brings a myriad of issues such as:
o Sharing the parking / loadout concrete pad with any new tenants of Shop 1
o Working out rental or cost sharing of the septic system from Shop 1
o Potentially engineering access to Shop 2 though a North facing Overhead Door (septic system could
interfere).
Performing a full analysis on material storage options regardless of Shop 2 decisions. This includes raw material
“trees” (both indoor and outdoor), temporary rental storage (and adjustments of subsequent quotes to cover
costs) and parking options analysis.
Expedite decisions on new Building 5
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TEAXSA plant

Shop 1 (notice loading area/septic)

Shop 2

Shop 2: Material for project
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Shop 1

Interior Shop 2 (Screaming Eagle Storage / fab)

Rolling Carts for Unitized assembly

Shop 2: Material

Shop 2 Product Storage

Shop 2 Site of Former Material Trees
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CONTRACT (EXTERIOR) FACILITY OPERATIONS
Principal Contact: Barney Rubble
Observations
These shops constitute four buildings at the Campus performing the bulk of the fabrication work. As described elsewhere
in this report, there are smaller areas for both Lease and DM operations under HJ, respectively.
Mgr 3 manages 23 hourly operators on a 5 day, 8-10 hour schedule. Barney comes from more than 15 years in the glazing
business, most recently with Crista-Curva. He appears to know all aspects of the business very well.
Operators are trained on the job, and hone their skills through Mockup training, Supplier “system” training and via the use
of the QA (Kyle) generated ops sheets.
There are four Buildings within the campus:
 Shop 1: This is the original building, housing both offices and Shop Space. Most recently used for Unitized panel
build. It is currently up for sale. (19,180 sq. ft.)
 Shop 2: an older building located “behind” the main shop. Mainly a fab building. (16,800 sq. ft.)
 Shop 3: presently has 2 pre-glaze lines glass placed in frames, caulked and sealed prior to ship. (25,000 sq. ft.)
 Shop 4: the “New Building” housing office space up front and roughly 76,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space (SEE
ATTACHMENT 5 for LAYOUT)
 “NEW Planned Building “ approximately 17,000 sq. ft.: reviewing proposal drawings
Assignment of work and prioritization of jobs happens weekly at a “Tuesday Production Meeting” (see ATTACHMENT 1).
The housekeeping in the shops is good, but material flow could be much better. With increased volume and the impact of
Dallas this will be become more important.
Machines (Two CNC’s, and two chop saws) appear to be in decent condition. The Visto Angle Boss miter saw is not used
much anymore due to its condition, and the acquisition of the CNC’s. The use of the Whirlwind W222 with CNC “Tiger
Stop” has also taken much of the saw work.
Regarding utilization of the assets, Phillip says about 75% of the extrusions go thru the Whirlwind. These are short pieces
not easily clamped by the vises on the CNC, or they do not require drilling, such as horizontal members.
The remaining 25% are CNC jobs. The Company owns an ELUmatic SBZ140 with 8 tool tool-changer, and ELUmatic SBZ151
with and integrated saw and 21 tool toolchanger.
Assembly is accomplished in the back of shop 4 under supervision of HJ. The area is adequate, but the organization of jobs
and preparing for additional items like steel reinforcing bars seems like an afterthought.
Metrics
Mgr 3 maintains shop status sheet (see below). All work priorities are set by Barney and the status sheet priorities are
displayed on a large monitor near front of shop. However, there are no visible metrics posted in the shops. There is no
posted communication related to efficiencies, OTD, plan attainment or safety notices that I could find.
Process Gaps
There are a number of gaps, ranging from plant layout to shop dispatch orders (“fab tickets”) to marking of material / job
kitting of material, to material handling. I will attempt to layout the critical few.
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Recommendations
Flow in the shop: Starting with the 6 overhead doors on the north side of the building, material crosses the
building to be racked. It then flows thru the center of the bay with “assembly” in the back end of the building
with only one real way out, directly into a narrow roadway. Additionally, the Lease space is right in the center of
the doors, with not enough room. This building should be laid out for flow.
Material is moved on pallets for assembly. “Kit carts” make more sense.
Material storage racks: although numbered, there is no system of locations vs. material. A search takes place. A
simple card system or better yet a shared mechanized system to instantly locate material is needed. This is
customer owned stock. It’s “a bank”….we need to treat it as such.
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There are multiple fork lifts handling palletized material from floor to saw / CNC’s. Consider a small 3-5 T gantry
style crane. (The building structure probably won’t support crane rails, therefore a gantry).
Turn the position of the Whirlwind saws Tiger Stop to use it as a pusher vs. a stop.
Connect a label printer to the saws / CNC and print ID labels. Presently, a man stacks and writes numbers on all
sticks. See Photos.
Standardize the product drawing numbering system (See section on Drafting)
Pre-plan for steel reinforcement. The process of cutting bars (lightweight JET bandsaw) is in efficient and slow.
Purchase an iron worker to fab these parts. Proper machines will run about $12k new
Measure Performance. Post goals /metrics: a simple board reflecting goal attainment, OTD, and the like.
Communicate HSE and Quality info VISIBLY in the shops.
Typical Shop Status Sheet

List of
Running
Jobs

Main Shop (Shop 4)

Miter Saw & hand drilling Steel
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Whirlwind Miter saw

Fork lift for Material

Hand marking parts individually

Shop 3 Preglaze Line
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Shop 3 Preglaze Line

Glass Waiting Preglaze

Typical Iron worker

SHE (SAFETY /HEALTH ENVIRONMENTAL)
Principal Contact: HSE Man, Safety Coordinator
For the past 2 1/2 years, The Safety Health and Environmental (SHE) responsibilities are led entirely by HSE Man across all
Architectural Glazing Company Contract, Lease, Metal and Dallas operations, both internally (in factory) and at field sites.
HSE Man is responsible for the safety program, periodic site surveys, ensuring compliance to Houston Safety Council
regulations, TWIC cards, training of employees and subcontractors, filing the OSHA 300 logs, and presenting data to the
insurance companies.
AGC’s safety Manual covers all aspects of internal factory work and on site installation hazards. It provides an EXCELLENT
framework for a complete safety awareness and training program. See ATTACHMENT 2 for the table of contents / topics
covered.
The only topic I found lacking is that of Visitor Safety Briefing. In the best plants, there is an established visitor sign-in
procedure, and a training for all visitors to the Plant. AGC has such guidelines; the rigor of ensuring and documenting
these conditions to visitors was lacking. I approached HSE Man on the morning of April 7th and conveyed my feelings. I
also provided him some suggestions on having the receptionist perform the briefing and a signoff by visitors. He
implemented it immediately.
When I inquired about standard Health Safety Metrics, HSE Man provided me with information regarding the Experience
Modification Rate (EMR) ratingx. Presently, HSE Man told me AGC’s combined EMR is .67, down from .97 last year. What
this means is that AGC is significantly safer than equivalent type companies in Texas and AGC should be paying 33% less in
Insurance premiums than an “equivalent” company. This is simply OUTSTANDING performance.
Observations
There is little visible communication of safety / environmental initiatives such as employee committees, BBS (behavioral
based safety) and no metrics posted in shops.
Safety Data Sheetsxi [formerly known as MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets)] are kept in books in a location in the front of
the fab shop and in books at each active job site.
According to at least three employees interviewed, adherence to PPE requirements can be an issue. When touring both
the T1 and KIRBY sites, I noticed ALL AGC employees wearing PPE as required. Specifically I was looking for safety glasses
and appropriate eye / hand protection. I saw complete compliance. Nonetheless, if there are issues, every employee
needs to remind of the rules and disciplinary action taken. Compliance starts at the top, leading by example. Failure to
enforce not only creates a risk, it undermines morale.
AGC has an outstanding safety record. Don’t let it slip!
Only two areas for improvement (as noted above);
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There was no real safety briefing/ cards notices for visitors (generally a receptionist duty)
There is no safety rep in the Dallas Office. As jobs are won in the Metroplex, Dylan / HSE Man will need help
there, especially for site visits. HSE Man is stretched now with sites in Houston, the Woodlands, Corpus Christi
and Mc Allen.
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Recommendations
Create a visitors welcome card with shop rules and PPE requirements. Have visitors sign that they have read and
understand
Take the PPE policies seriously. They are written, understand them and enforce them.
Create shop boards for HSE / Productivity Info, etc.: This can be a simple but well organized board in the shop.
Begin “thinking about” help for Dallas / strategy of coverage of sites. We have time, but before you know it…..!

SHIPPING
Principal Contact: Shiperman
Observations
The shipping activity at AGC takes place out of a few different locations: the back of the Main Shop (#4), the Preglaze shop
(#3), the Lease fabrication area in shop #4, and at one time out of the original shop #1 for large unitized panels.
As each element is finished, they are gathered with like elements for shipping in the proper sequence to the job site. The
major impediment at this time to efficient shipping is the ability to get large semi and goose neck trailers efficiently into
the property, with adequate turning radiuses to get into the buildings.
Compounding the issue is material be stored in the yard and by employee / Company truck parking. Below are some
photos illustrating the tight conditions.

HUMAN RESOURCES / PAYROLL
Principal Contact: HR Lady
HR Lady runs the both the Human Resources (HR) and payroll operations for all of AGC. She came to AGC 6 years ago from
a similar position with a civil engineering company, so she is well versed in the construction industry and its nuances.
Her responsibilities include supporting the managers in their hiring / firing activities (all hiring is done directly by the
functional manager), performing payroll duties weekly, ensuring the drug test lab is arranged for and administering the
benefits plan (401k and United Health Care).
Presently there are 136 employees on the payroll, including the Dallas operations. All Dallas employees are salaried, the
field labor is on a contract basis. Turnover is estimated at 15-20%. Safety violations are the prime cause of terminations.
In the hiring area, all positions have a job description. All employees get a mandatory urine drug test through Concerta
Labs. HR Lady has request forms as well as “some of the managers”. Drug testing is also performed after any SHE
incident. When required (especially for managers) HR Lady will run a background check. All field & shop employees get
OSHA training.
Regarding payroll, as previously mentioned, the hourly employees enter their time through ExakTime, either on the
supervisor’s tablet (i-pad) or through an app on their smart phone. HR Lady has two receptionist / clerks who reconcile the
direct labor time to the clock hours, and then send to supervisors for correction / approval. HR Lady will then ensure that
vacation / absences match / do not exceed policy. HR Lady also uses an employee specific file to apply deductions such as
child support, tool charges etc. The payroll activity occupies one full day of her week, every week (Thursdays). All
employees are paid weekly. All employees are required to be on Direct Deposit.
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AGC has established a good system for employee’s tools. In order to ensure ownership, care and respect for tools, each
employee has their own set of tools, including power tools. The company allows the employee to purchase “personal
tools” on the company account. Payroll then deducts up $50 / week until the debt is closed out. HR Lady ensures these
deductions take place. Additionally, all employees are required to wear AGC Shirts as a “uniform”. The shirts are bought
and paid for again through payroll deductions at minimal cost ($5 / T-shirt).
Observations
HR Lady maintains a good work area and it’s clear that she is preparing for a well set up / automated process for her
retirement in “approximately two years”.
When asked about procedures manuals, HR Lady presented the employee handbook, return to work policy, and other
documents.


Recommendations
Reevaluate the rigor with which drug screening by mangers is launched. Ensure that HR has rock solid records of
both reason, appointment and outcome.

QUALITY
Principal Contact: Quality Assurance Coordinator
QAC for the past year has been the sole “Quality Assurance Coordinator”. He is responsible for both in-house fabrication
quality and site installation quality. He is also responsible for mockups, testing, field warrantee root cause investigations,
training, etc.
According to the AGC Quality Control Program / Description, (see Attachment 3) his duties are summarized as follows:
1.

Develop and maintain a functional QA/QC Program. Produce reports and QC logs necessary for site specific
conditions for field and shop.
2. Make weekly jobsite visits on all current Lease & Contract jobs. Issue reports and keep a current QA/QC log per
jobsite. Coordinate any corrective actions.
3. Audit the fabrication shop and pre-glaze shop for production variances and quality; document through quality
control log.
4. Hold & coordinate training of system fabrication & installation procedures with shop and field personnel. Retrain as
required.
5. Attend job turn-over and kick-off meetings. Attend jobsite meetings when warranted.
6. Review and follow-up with any consultant generated reports or comments.
7. Mock ups – Help coordinate mock up installation. Verify that the mock up matches the offices’ interpretation of the
scope of work estimated. Sign off on any mock up prior to being viewed by owner /customer.
8. Testing – Help coordinate test areas. Verify area or window is ready for testing. Review and sign off on test subject
prior to testing.
9. Perform Leak investigations, Verify Warrantee items, Aid in Employee Evaluations concerning Quality Control,
Product Verification, Verification of Manufacturer defects and verifying correct installation of other trades work
connecting to Architectural Glazing Company’s window systems.
10. Verify Architectural Glazing Company’s Installation of glass products meets predetermined standards.
11. All punch lists are to be reviewed by QA/QC Coordinator. All completed punch lists shall be verified by QA/QC
coordinator.
Observations
There are no metrics available to assist management in quickly understanding the magnitude of issues nor the “cost of
quality”. There is the Quality Control Program / Description noted above but there is no issuance date nor revision
control. When I inquired about the logs mentioned above, QAC could not produce them and said “I need help”.
QAC has created a solid Quality Plan for every job / extrusion system and is making real efforts to automate his processes.
I think he works well with Clark Kente who is making an effort as well to standardize on job instructions and “standard
work”. He has also created and maintains a QA/ QC Checklist for jobs (SEE ATTACHMENT 4).
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Metrics
There are no posted defect rates, field warrantee issues etc. When I inquired about a measure on Cost of Quality (COQ),
or rework / scrap rates I was told there was no formal measure. Kyle expressed a desire to learn more.
Recommendations
 Review Quality Metrics and post accordingly: defect rates, cost of scrap / rework etc.
 Seriously consider an additional Quality / Industrial engineer to write job procedures seen below and assist in
warrantee investigations, tests and mockups. This effort will need beefing up as the business grows.
Typical sytem instruction sheet issued by Kyle (partial view only)

SYSTEMS
Principal Contact: Stan Lee / ALL
Presently, there are a few “business systems” used to varying degrees in AGC. These are in addition to the CAD / CAM
systems used in drafting. Blue Beam Revu (mentioned earlier) is a powerful tool….all need to be trained and use it.
Vista is used to capture project costs / and associated financial rollups, Blue Beam is used primarily to markup .pdf files ,
and ExakTime capture labor hour input in the shops and field.
In researching Vista, the following modules existxii:
“Project Management and Operations
Role-based management of all aspects of the project lifecycle. Improve operational efficiencies, streamline processes and eliminate
double entry leading to more profitable projects. Improve information flow between departments and project team members through
comprehensive integration with accounting using real-world workflows.

Service Management
Maintain a profit while growing your service business. With Viewpoint Service Agreements you can stay on top of maintenance work,
streamline tracking on equipment maintenance, facilitate renewals and simplify your billing process.
Field Management
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Designed for field employees to easily enter crew or their own time; record equipment hours, and quickly and accurately enter and track
production hours and units on smart phones and tablets. The seamless integration with Vista Payroll elimiClarks paperwork and time
intensive re-keying of data.
Enterprise Content Management
Vista includes a scalable enterprise content management solution that reduces costs and overhead by automating workflows as well as
document capture, indexing, and archiving – minimizing the challenges associated with paper-based and electronic-based content and
their processes.
Productivity and Analysis
Flexible reports, professional financial statements and graphical dashboards work seamlessly to translate data into knowleAGCe to
improve job and company profitability.
Estimating
Viewpoint for Estimating is designed for specialty contractors in the Electrical, Plumbing, HVAC and Mechanical fields. Estimating
provides increased speed and accuracy throughout your bidding process so you save time on paperwork, and achieve greater overall
efficiency and cost savings.
Project Collaboration
Every major project relies on a complex network of architects, consultants, project managers, contractors and sub-contractors. In order
for success and profitability, organized collaboration between all the parties must occur in an integrated manner. Drawings, documents,
email, and contracts need to be shared quickly among all stakeholders, and the most effective way to accomplish that is with integrated
project collaboration software.”

From this description, I can make the following recommendations:



Review all of Vista’s modules and incorporate those that can give us a coordinated and consistent estimating to
PM to labor management view on all jobs.
Incorporate Blue Beam Revu 100%.

At the heart of any major system change is buy in and training….can AGC’s employees Adapt?
Change Management will be key…..
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APPENDIX
FULL RECOMMENDATION LIST

DYNAMIC GLASS RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
FUNCTIONAL AREA

IMPLEMENTATION
DIFFICULTY / COST BENEFIT (H-M-L)
(H-M-L)

1

ESTIMATING

Formalize the square footage – hours calculation through a few time studies
and incorporation into SOPs.

L

H

2

ESTIMATING

Simplify the Project Codes up front to eliminate confusion and mischarging
in the field under ExakTime

L

H

3

Drafting

Settling on formal, documented drafting processes (SOP’s) regarding
consistent and unique identifiers for each element to be built and installed.
ANY CHANGE TO “SIMILAR ‘” UNIT MEANS IT GETS A NEW NUMBER. For
example a unit “201” window is NOT a “201” if you add steel reinforcing TO
AN ‘OTHERWISE‘ 201. . It MUST be given a new identifier which
corresponds to fab, and therefore the installation drawing. This could be
“201S’ or “201-1” or “203”….BUT IT MUST BE DIFFERENT. “Tribal knowledge
is a recipe for quality and installation errors.
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Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

Pre plan for steel reinforcement. Purchase an iron worker to fab these parts.
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Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

6

Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations

7

SHE (Safety /health Environmental)

8

ESTIMATING

9

ESTIMATING

10 Contract (Exterior) Project Management
11 Contract (Exterior) Project Management
12 Contract (Exterior) Field Operations
13 All Project Management

Measure Performance. Post goals /metrics: a simple board reflecting goal
attainment, OTD, and the like.
Communicate HSE and Quality info VISIBLY in the shops.
Take the PPE policies seriously. They are written, understand them and
enforce them.
Formally document the estimating process through a simple standard
operating procedure (SOP)
Recommend the business formally adopt the excel-based green sheet and
write it into SOPs
Standardize on drafting disciplines: scheduling, job numbering / existing
drawing query and re-use (see DRAFTING / DESIGN below)
Work on training all PMs in Blue Beam and consider implementation of Revu
across business
All Schedules must start with a pull from the installation schedule. All
product must be produced in that order and shipped as the installation
schedule mandates.
Ensure all across DG / DM using current software such as Blue Beam
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Metal Panels Project Management / Field
Procure manual brake to negate need for shop made tooling
Operations

L

M
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Metal Panels Project Management / Field Establishment of a Metal Panel Cell for one piece flow through routing,
Operations
brake and final gusset riveting.
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16 CNC Programming

17 DG Operations

18 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
19 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
20 SHE (Safety /health Environmental)
21 SHE (Safety /health Environmental)
22 Quality
23 Quality
24 ESTIMATING
25 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
26 Contract (Exterior) Project Management
27 All Project Management
28 DG Operations
29 DG Operations
30 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
31 Human Resources

32 Shop Operations
33 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
34 Contract (EXTERIOR) Facility Operations
35 Systems
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RECOMMENDED ACTION SUMMARY

Investigate having drafting generate the “development” drawing so Adam
can program directly without the rework of creating the development
Perform a full analysis on material storage options regardless of Plant 2
decisions. This includes raw material “trees” (both indoor and outdoor),
temporary rental storage (and adjustments of subsequent quotes to cover
costs) and parking options analysis.
Material storage racks: although numbered, there is no system of locations
vs. material. A simple card system or better yet a shared mechanized
system to instantly locate material is needed.
Consider a small 3-5 T gantry style crane. (The building structure probably
won’t support crane rails, therefore a gantry).
Create a visitors welcome card with shop rules and PPE requirements. Have
visitors sign that they have read and understand
Dallas / strategy of coverage of sites.
Review Quality Metrics and post accordingly: defect rates, cost of scrap /
rework etc.
Seriously consider an additional Quality / Industrial engineer to write job
procedures seen below and assist in warrantee investigations, tests and
mockup’s.
Longer term: investigate using Blue Beam Revu for more accurate bid
proposal s and workflow
Material is moved on pallets for assembly. “Kit carts” make more sense.
As a very minimum, all “job folders” should be electronic I shared,
designated drives for access by all authorized users.
Standardize on one method of estimating / project management
documentation.
Recommend considering keeping Plant 2. I understand this brings a myriad
of issues .
Expedite decisions on new Building 5
Turn the position of the Whirlwind saws Tiger Stop to use it as a pusher vs. a
stop.
Reevaluate the rigor with which drug screening by mangers is launched.
Ensure that HR has rock solid records of both reason, appointment and
outcome.
Consider blending all cutting of aluminum and kitting of assembly across
common machinery. This will require a master schedule … Glazing would still
be by product line.
Improve Flow in the shop: This building #4 should be laid out for flow.
Connect a label printer to the saws / CNC and print id labels.
Review the nee for ExakTime. Can we use Vista’s Field Management
Module, can we eliminate an unneeded step through ExakTime / Vista
interface?
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ATTACHMENT 1
Weekly Project Meetings

WEEKLY MEETINGS
CONTRACT
7AM TUESDAY
President/ Head Estimator Contract– John Doe (Mediator)
GM – Mgr2
OM –
Field Superintendent – Clark Kente (Leads Meeting)
Estimators–, Tony Starke(Metal Panels)
PMs –
QA/QC –
Shop Foreman – HJ
Drafting Manager –
LEASE
7:30AM WEDNESDAY
Vice President/ Head Estimator Lease – Rob Doe (Mediator)
GM – Mgr2
OM Field Superintendent – HJ
PMs –
QA/QC –
Shop Foreman (Lease) –
Drafting Manager –
*Lease PMs usual initiate job discussions followed by the Field Superintendent’s Comments or Updates.
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ATTACHMENT 2
Safe Work Procedures and Guideline
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ATTACHMENT 3
OMITTED
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ATTACHMENT 4
OMITTED
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ATTACHMENT 5
PRESENT LAYOUT SHOP 4
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ENDNOTES

i

Harvard Business Review, 5/2002 R. Eugene Goodson, University of Michigan
Harvard Business Review, 5/2002 R. Eugene Goodson, University of Michigan
iii
http://www.isqft.com “the largest active online network for commercial construction in the United States. …users across the industry are actively
logging in to iSqFt and connecting with one another through this unique platform and sharing project information...”
iv
https://www.bluebeam.com/solutions/specialty-contractor
ii

v

http://academy.exaktime.com/exaktime

vi

http://viewpoint.com

vii

http://www.goldrayglass.com/

viii
ix

https://www.midwestwholesale.com/

Soft quote = budgetary for future build, hard quote = a “real” requirement for an active project

x

https://www.oshasafetymanagement.com/blog/understanding-organizations-experience-modification-rate/
The Experience Modifier Rate, or EMR, is a numeric representation of a business’s claims history and safety record as compared to other businesses in
the same industry, within the same state (ADP Guide to Workers’ Compensation Insurance). For example, a roofing contractor in Illinois will be compared
to other roofing contractors in Illinois. A company is safer than average if its EMR < 1.0 Combined with the job code, the payroll, and the premium itself,
the EMR is the calculation applied to evaluate the final premium total. A company with an EMR of 1.25 will pay 25% higher premiums than the average
company does, and a company with 0.80 will pay 20% less per dollar than average.
xi MSDS sheets in the US were renamed SDS (Safety Data Sheets) in accordance with the global standard on December 1, 2013.
xii
http://viewpoint.com/products/vista-by-viewpoint
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